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Chapter 5041
When he said this, Jiang Hongyu changed his icy arrogance before, and his face was
full of tenderness. Two years ago, Jiang Hongyu met Zhang Yueqi during his travels in
the arena, and together with the same origin of Tianlongmen and Chunyang Palace, he
became A good friend who doesn’t talk about anything.
Today, Jiang Hongyu came to the Pill Pavilion, originally wanting to see the brand new
alchemy room, but did not expect to meet Zhang Yueqi.
“Sister Hongyu…”
Zhang Yueqi was also extremely happy when she saw Jiang Hongyu, walked over
quickly and held her hand tightly. Originally, I was still in a low mood, but when I saw
Jiang Hongyu, I was instantly relieved.
I’m going…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help scratching his head, what’s the situation?
Are these two girls so familiar?
At this time, Jiang Hongyu and the two completely left Yue Feng, the Pill Pavilion
Master, to the side, as if their relatives had met, and they didn’t see anything at all,
sitting on the chair next to them and chatting.
After chatting for a while, Jiang Hongyu suddenly thought of something, and smiled at
Zhang Yueqi: “I heard that your Tianlongmen found some medicinal pills, and they sent
someone to deliver them today. I thought it was someone else, but I didn’t expect it to
be you. “
By the way, how about those pills?”
Alas!
Facing Jiang Hongyu’s question, Zhang Yueqi’s smile restrained a little, sighed softly,
and said, “To tell the truth, Sister Hongyu, the pavilion master has seen it just now, and
all the medicinal pills we brought are ineffective.
” , Zhang Yueqi couldn’t help but glance at Yue Feng.
What? All failed?

Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu’s delicate body trembled, her delicate face was full of
disbelief, and when she saw the box in Zhang Yueqi’s hand, she subconsciously took it
and opened it to look at the medicine pill inside.
“This….”
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After looking at the dozens of medicinal pills in it, Jiang Hongyu looked at Yue Feng
very complicatedly: “Aren’t these medicinal pills well-preserved? Why are they all
ineffective? You… Are you bullying Sister Yueqi? If you don’t know the medicine pill,
you deliberately lie to her?” What the
hell?
Feeling Jiang Hongyu’s questioning attitude, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and
then he said in disbelief: “I lied to her on purpose? Why do you think of me like this? I
have no grievances with her, why should I lie to her?
” She couldn’t help but pulled Jiang Hongyu, bit her lip lightly, and whispered: “Sister
Hongyu, you…don’t talk nonsense.”
I am a guest, and I don’t want to cause more trouble. More importantly, Junior brother
Liu He had only offended Yue Feng before, and he is still unconscious. Under such
circumstances, how could he dare to provoke him easily?
At the same time, Zhang Yueqi was also a little curious.
Although Sister Hongyu has some status in Chunyang Palace, she is only the eldest
disciple of the Palace Master, and Yue Yang in front of her is the Pavilion Master of Pill
Pavilion. At this time, Sister Hongyu dares to question him in public. Aren’t you afraid of
being blamed by the palace master?
Zhang Yueqi was in a hurry, but Jiang Hongyu was not panic at all.
Seeing Yue Feng smiling, Jiang Hongyu said angrily, “Anyway, I don’t think all these
medicinal pills will fail.” Although Yue Feng massaged her yesterday, and the effect was
remarkable, in her heart, this person would be better at best. Bug carving tricks.
As for alchemy, who knows if he really lives up to his name?
Ha ha!
At this time, Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense. He picked up the box and walked
towards the alchemy room inside. At the same time, he did not forget to greet Jiang
Hongyu: “Come with me.

” No one dares to call it second. It seems that it is impossible not to show one’s hand
today.
What is he going to do?
At this moment, Jiang Hongyu looked puzzled and looked at Zhang Yueqi.
Zhang Yueqi bit her lip lightly and said in a low voice, “When he came out of the Crane
Tower just now, what he said to me is seeing is believing, and I don’t know what he is
going to do.
“
Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu couldn’t help but murmured, then dragged Zhang Yueqi and
followed him in: “Go, go in and see what the hell he’s up to.”
He couldn’t believe it, he still had a way to prove all the medicinal pills failed.
Huh…
Xiao Rou walked last, but she was also the most excited. She was smart and alert, and
she could tell at a glance that Yue Feng was going to make the medicinal pill by herself.
Speaking of which, Xiao Rou has not seen Yue Feng concocting alchemy since she had
been working with Yue Feng for three days, so how could she not be excited.
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Soon, I arrived in the alchemy room.
Yue Feng took out an elixir from the box and asked Zhang Yueqi with a smile: “Before
you came, your master told you what kind of elixir this is and does it have any effect?”
Zhang Yueqi thought about it and said: “Master said that this is called Tongxuan Pill,
and within an hour after taking it, the strength will double.”
Hmm!
Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded, this Tongxuan Pill, on the continent of Kyushu, is called
Shenli Pill. The effect of the two is the same, and the refining method should not be
much different.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng instructed Xiaorou, “Xiaorou, help me prepare some
materials and herbs.”
After speaking, Yue Feng explained the required materials in detail.

“Okay, Pavilion Master!”
Xiaorou answered with a smile and hurried to prepare.
This…
Seeing this situation, Jiang Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi were both stunned. At this time,
they realized something, and their eyes flashed with surprise.
He…he wants to refine these medicinal herbs on the spot?
In surprise, Jiang Hongyu couldn’t help but said, “Do you want to concoct pills?” The
pills in these boxes can be hidden in ancient tombs by the wind, which shows that they
are very valuable, and they cannot be refined casually. .
And this Yue Feng actually wanted to make alchemy on the spot?
Is he really capable? Or are you ready to fish your eyes?
“Yeah!” Yue Feng nodded with a smile, looking cynical: “Don’t you believe me? Then I
will refine it on the spot and let you identify it. Everything is clear.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked at Jiang Hongyu and laughed secretly in his heart.
Isn’t this Jiang Hongyu who massaged you in the hot spring yesterday and had a skinto-skin relationship with you? She’s so stingy, she’s going to run on me when she gets
the chance.
Hehe…
Jiang Hongyu guessed that he would say this, and said angrily at the time: “Don’t be too
complacent, whether you can refine it is another matter.”
After speaking, Jiang Hongyu pointed at Zhang Yueqi seriously Said: “Yueqi, you are
optimistic about your medicinal pills, don’t let him secretly change them later, and then
take the medicinal pills in your box and say that you made them yourself.”
This….
Hearing this, Zhang Yueqi Jiao His body trembled, and instinctively he covered the box
in which the medicinal pills were placed with his hands, and his delicate face couldn’t
hide his vigilance.
When she was in Immortal Crane Tower just now, she had some doubts about Yue
Feng’s ability. Now that Jiang Hongyu said so, she felt a sense of being deceived.

This Yue Yang… Could it be that he really intends to get rid of my pills?
But…. if he didn’t have attainments in the art of alchemy, how did he sit on the alchemy
pavilion?
Uh…
Seeing the expressions of the two of them, especially Zhang Yueqi’s hand protecting
the box, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying, and said, “Okay, okay, I won’t
touch the box, so, what kind of pills I want to make later, Miss Zhang, you Hold the
medicine pill in my hand, I will never touch it, that’s it.”
These two women are so interesting.
The medicinal pills in this box are priceless to them, but to Yue Feng, they are nothing
but ordinary things.
After all, Yue Feng is the teacher of the Emperor of Heaven, and golden pills are not
rare, so how can these ordinary medicinal pills be taken seriously.
Jiang Hongyu’s face did not fluctuate at all, and she said lightly, “This is the best.”
Zhang Yueqi did not answer, but she also acquiesced to Jiang Hongyu’s statement.
Haha…
Seeing them like this, Yue Feng was too lazy to say more. At this time, Xiaorou brought
all the materials she needed.
Yue Feng checked the side and confirmed that it was correct. He couldn’t help but
nodded approvingly at Xiaorou. Although this girl was not very old, she was very careful
in her work. More than a dozen kinds of materials were still the same.
Afterwards, Yue Feng skillfully lit the fire and sorted the medicinal materials.
Everything is orderly.
Huh …
Seeing his serious and skilled appearance, Jiang Hongyu was stunned for a while, her
eyes a little dazed….
Yesterday Cao Qian said that he had high attainments in the art of alchemy, but Jiang
Hongyu didn’t believe it at the time. I just feel that this person is slick, a full-fledged
womanizer.

And now, it seems that this person really has real material.
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is even more delicate and trembling.
Does he really know how to make alchemy?
No, isn’t he a gambler from his junior brother Liu He? At most, he has a little medical
skills, so how could the alchemy technique that has been lost for nearly a thousand
years?
“You…”
Finally, Jiang Hongyu reacted and couldn’t help but ask Yue Feng, “What kind of
medicinal pill are you refining now?”
Although he was very skilled, it seemed that he was too relaxed.
Yue Feng smiled slightly and pointed to the medicinal pill in Zhang Yueqi’s hand:
“Refining Tongxuan Pill, I said just now, all the ones she brought are useless, I will
make one now and let you see the truth. “
Bragging!
Seeing his confident look, Jiang Hongyu couldn’t help but pouted.
However, it was at this time that a vibration was heard from the pill furnace. Jiang
Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi were both startled at that time, and couldn’t help but take a
step back, thinking that the pill furnace was about to explode.
Pfft…
Seeing this scene, Xiao Rou, who has been standing by the side, couldn’t help but
pursed her lips and smiled: “Sister Hongyu, don’t panic, this is the air flow reaction
generated by the high temperature in the pill furnace, not the pill. The furnace is about
to explode.”
She has been studying pill recipes in the alchemy room for the past few days, trying to
refine a lot of pills, and she has long been accustomed to this situation.
Huh ….
Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi breathed a sigh of relief, and then their
eyes focused on Yue Feng.

I saw that Yue Feng was very relaxed at this time, with a smile on his face, he took out
two medicinal pills from the pill furnace, the appearance was orange-yellow, the halo
was flowing, and the aroma was fragrant.
For a while, Jiang Hongyu was stunned.
Seeing that these two medicinal pills are similar to the medicinal pills in Zhang Yueqi’s
hands, but the surface gloss is more vivid, which makes people unable to hold back and
want to take it as their own.
two?
After being stunned for a few seconds, Jiang Hongyu was the first to react, looking at
the medicinal pill in Yue Feng’s hand, and then at the medicinal pill in Zhang Yueqi’s
hand.
In the next second, Jiang Hongyu asked Yue Feng, “This is the Tongxuan Pill you
made?”
At such a fast speed, can you make two at once?
Incredible.
“Yeah!” Yue Feng smiled and nodded: “It’s Tongxuan Pill,
if it’s fake.” After speaking, Yue Feng handed one of them to Zhang Yueqi: “In order to
prevent you from saying that I’m a ghost, I I specially refined two of them, and one of
them is for you to take on the spot and experience it for yourself. See if what I said
before is true or false.”
Zhang Yueqi took the medicine pill in a daze, but she didn’t recover for a while . Come:
“You… What do you mean, let me take it now?”
Is it too extravagant to just take such an expensive medicinal pill?
And…. the two medicinal pills he refined are indeed very similar to the Tong Xuan Dan
in his hand, but no one knows whether it will work or not. What if there is an accident?
After all, Zhang Yueqi still didn’t believe Yue Feng in her heart.
Jiang Hongyu’s expression changed even more, and she hurriedly stopped: “Why don’t
you eat the medicinal pill you made yourself? Let us try it out? I think you are mentally
ill.”
Alas!

Seeing their reaction, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
At this moment, Xiaorou came over and said, “Sister Hongyu, you should trust the
pavilion master. In the past two days, under the guidance of the pavilion master, I have
been able to make pills by myself.
” , of course not bad.”
What?
Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu’s delicate body trembled and she was shocked. She stared
at Xiaorou blankly, thinking that she had heard it wrong.
In just two short days, Xiaorou can concoct alchemy by herself?
You know, Xiaorou grew up in Chunyang Palace, Jiang Hongyu knew her best, and
always liked alchemy, but the secret of alchemy on the road has long been lost, and no
one has taught her at all. In other words, she has no interest in it. , but he knows almost
nothing about alchemy.
And in this case, Xiao Rou only followed Yue Feng for two days before she could make
alchemy?
Think it’s impossible, right?
Zhang Yueqi was also stunned for a while, and quickly recovered, and then put the
medicinal pill handed by Yue Feng into his mouth and swallowed it directly.
“Yueqi…”
Seeing this, Jiang Hongyu was taken aback and wanted to stop it, but it was too late,
when Zhang Yueqi closed her eyes and swallowed the medicine pill.
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Yueqi had swallowed it, Jiang Hongyue stomped her feet, but she had no choice but to
wait quietly for the effect.
Xiaorou is also looking forward to it.
Yue Feng was leaning there, his face relaxed and comfortable.
Soon, five minutes passed.
Jiang Hongyu couldn’t wait any longer, thinking that the medicinal pills made by Yue
Feng must be fake, but at this time, Zhang Yueqi was full of joy.

“Sister Hongyu!”
Zhang Yueqi was very excited at this time, she grabbed Jiang Hongyu’s hand, almost
cheering: “This medicine pill is really effective, I… my strength has doubled…”
“It’s really Tongxuandan.”
Because she was too excited, Zhang Yueqi’s voice trembled a little when she said this,
her face was flushed, and she was indescribably sexy and charming.
Does it really work?
Seeing Zhang Yueqi’s excited look, Jiang Hongyu was completely stunned.
She clearly felt that Zhang Yueqi’s internal strength was significantly stronger than
before, and her whole person became brighter.
I thought that this Yue Feng was just randomly creating two medicinal pills to fool
himself and Zhang Yueqi, but he never expected that he had really refined Tongxuan
Dan.
And still two.
“The pavilion master is amazing.”
Xiaorou next to him was also full of excitement, clapping her hands and admiring: “The
pavilion master’s accomplishments in alchemy are really superb, and in such a short
period of time, he has refined two Xuan Tong Xuan. Dan.”
“I have read a fragment of the pill recipe before, and it was clearly recorded that when
an alchemy master was refining the Tong Xuan pill, it took a full half an hour, and the
time spent by the pavilion master could be It’s less than one-tenth of the master of that
year, which is really eye-opening.”
When she said this, Xiaorou looked at Yue Feng with admiration and admiration.
Huh …
Hearing these words, Jiang Hongyu was also completely dumbfounded, staring at Yue
Feng blankly, unable to speak for a long time.
This man had a cynical look on his face, and thought he was just relying on some
method to confuse the master, and then he took the position of the pavilion master of
the Pill Pavilion, but he did not expect that he would really be able to refine pills.
Not only can he alchemy, but his attainments are unfathomable.

It’s just… He is so young, how can he be more powerful than those alchemy masters
back then?
Zhang Yueqi was also full of shock. She experienced the effect of Tongxuan Pill
firsthand, and felt even more deeply. At this time, her eyes were fixed on Yue Feng, and
she didn’t know what to say.
Just now, I had been misunderstanding him, thinking that it was just some kind of
coincidence that he could take the position of the Pill Pavilion Pavilion Master.
It turned out that the clown turned out to be himself.
Haha…
Seeing their appearance, Yue Feng showed a smile, and put another Tongxuan Pill in
Zhang Yueqi’s palm: “There are two in total, let you eat one, and you can take this one
back for business. “
Of course, because of our relationship, I’m too embarrassed to let you take one away.”
With
that, Yue Feng instructed Xiaorou, “Go, light the other pill stoves. In addition, put the
medicinal materials on fire.” Prepare enough.” He thought about it, and wanted to refine
all the medicinal pills that Zhang Yueqi brought.
I was just practicing my hands just now, and now it’s the real issue.
What?
As soon as the words fell, Jiang Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi trembled, completely
stunned.
There are ten pill furnaces in the entire alchemy room. He actually wants to light all of
them… What is he going to do?
Xiaorou was also dumbfounded for a while, her eyes widened, and she didn’t calm
down for a long time.
After a full ten seconds, Xiaorou asked tentatively: “Pavilion Master, you… Are you
preparing ten pill furnaces to make pills together?” At the end, Xiaorou’s voice trembled.
In the records of those elixir fragments, no one has ever used so many elixir furnaces to
make pills at one time. According to legend, the originator of elixir on Ziwei Continent,
‘Master Lu Wen’, can only use three elixir furnaces at a time.
And the pavilion owner in front of him had to use ten pill furnaces at a time.

This…. this is too shocking.
For a time, Xiaorou only felt that her brain was buzzing, and she only felt that her
outlook on life had been completely subverted.
Yue Feng was indifferent, smiled and said, “Yeah, what’s so surprising about using a pill
stove at a time? I think it’s too little.” There is no problem with alchemy in a pill furnace.
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In Yue Feng’s heart, refining these elixir for Zhang Yueqi is not a big deal at all. The
most important thing now is to get rid of them quickly, so that he can go back to the
second floor to integrate the Tianzhu Jindan.
What?
Hearing this, Jiang Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi looked at each other, completely
dumbfounded.
Is it too little for a pill furnace?
He’s still not human…
At this time, Xiaorou also reacted from the shock, trotting all the way to prepare the
materials, and after ten minutes, she came back with several large baskets of herbs.
Immediately, under Yue Feng’s instruction, Xiaorou lit ten pill stoves on fire.
Huhuhu…
Ten pill furnaces burned at the same time, and the temperature of the entire pill refining
room suddenly increased a lot.
At this moment, I can see that Yue Feng is still in the same relaxed and contented look,
but the speed in his hand is a little faster, sorting materials, shuttle back and forth
between ten pill furnaces, and control the heat, that incomparably relaxed appearance,
where is Alchemy is like playing.
The pills that Zhang Yueqi brought were 18 pills in total. Yue Feng used ten pill furnaces
to refine them, two pills for each pill, adding up to thirty-six pills in less than five minutes.
practice.
Wow…

At this moment, when Yue Feng put the refined medicinal pills into the jade bottle, he
heard only the sound of medicinal pills colliding in the entire alchemy room, and the
three Jiang Hongyu were all dumbfounded.
Especially Jiang Hongyu and Zhang Yueqi, their faces blushed, staring at Yue Feng
blankly, unable to speak for a long time.
So many medicinal pills, and they are all rare spiritual pills on the rivers and lakes, and
they were all refined by him in the blink of an eye. Who would have believed it if he
hadn’t seen it with his own eyes.
Xiaorou’s body trembled, and she could barely stand still.
Using ten pill furnaces at a time, it can be refined so quickly.
The pavilion master is simply divine, could it be… he is the reincarnation of the God of
War?
“Okay!”
At this time, Yue Feng packed the medicinal pills, handed them to Zhang Yueqi, and
said with a smile: “We are also friends. As for these medicinal pills, you can bring them
back to Tianlongmen and give them to your master.”
“That’s right. If you need medicinal herbs in the future, feel free to come to me.”
Speaking of which, Zhang Yueqi was in Xianhe Tower before. The wind is very
appreciated.
Therefore, in Yue Feng’s heart, he really wanted Zhang Yueqi as a friend.
“Really?”
Hearing this, Zhang Yueqi suddenly reacted from shock, as if she couldn’t believe her
ears, and looked at Yue Feng in surprise and joy: “I… I can really come directly to find
it. You?”
After what happened just now, Yue Feng was already a god-like existence in her heart.
If you can come to Yue Feng at any time to get the medicine pill in the future, you will
have more protection when you walk in the rivers and lakes. Can you not be excited?
Um!
Zhang Yueqi’s reaction almost made Yue Feng laugh, and she nodded immediately: “Of
course it’s true.”

“That’s great.” Zhang Yueqi couldn’t say how happy she was, so she carefully put away
the medicinal pills, because she was too excited, and there was something wrong at the
time. I wanted to rush up to hug Yue Feng’s urge, but thinking of my identity and the fact
that there were people watching, I still held back.
Immediately, Zhang Yueqi looked at the sky outside, and was a little reluctant to part:
“It’s getting late, I should return, Pavilion Master Yue, see you next time.”
After saying that, he waved goodbye to Jiang Hongyu.
Yue Feng showed a smile and asked Xiaorou to send Zhang Yueqi.
For a while, Yue Feng and Jiang Hongyu were left in the alchemy room.
At this time, Jiang Hongyu was still immersed in huge shock, staring blankly at the ten
pill furnaces.
“Stupid?”
At this moment, Yue Feng came up with a smile and said in Jiang Hongyu’s ear: “If you
want medicinal pills in the future, you can come to me at any time.”
“Although my status in Chunyang Palace is relatively high, You are tall, but who made
the two of us have a relationship? Right.”
Jiang Hongyu had been suspicious just now, Yue Feng didn’t care, but at this time, he
couldn’t help but want to tease her.
Swish!
Hearing something in Yue Feng’s words again at such a close distance, Jiang Hongyu
suddenly recovered, and her delicate face suddenly flushed red.
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“You…”
After more than ten seconds, Jiang Hongyu recovered, her face blushed, and she
stamped her feet: “Who is destined for you.” The last word fell, like a victim The startled
rabbit quickly ran out.
Haha…

Seeing her reaction, Yue Feng showed a smile. He never expected that Jiang Hongyu,
who has always been arrogant, would be shy and embarrassed.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng walked slowly to the front hall, made a cup of tea, and
drank it leisurely.
“Pavilion Master!”
At this time, Xiaorou returned after sending Zhang Yueqi back, and happily ran in front
of Yue Feng: “Pavilion Master, you were so amazing just now, you used ten pill
furnaces to make pills at a time, I was just dumbfounded. Saying that ,
Xiao Rou looked at Yue Feng closely, her eyes full of anticipation: “Pavilion Master, how
did you do it? Can you teach Xiao Rou?”
Yue Feng smiled: “With your current attainments , it is difficult to use two pill furnaces at
the same time, let alone ten, and the art of pill making requires a step-by-step process,
and there are no shortcuts.”
Oh!
Xiaorou nodded thoughtfully.
At this moment, Yue Feng thought of something, and asked with a smile, “How are you
studying the alchemy recipe I wrote for you?” Xiaorou is very talented in alchemy. With
a little training, she will definitely become a great master. Alchemy Master.
Xiaorou smiled humbly: “I have made a few pills in the past two days. Although I am not
very skilled, I have not failed.”
Speaking of which, Xiaorou has refined several kinds of medicinal herbs in three days. I
didn’t dare to think, now that I have mastered the trick, I was a little complacent at first,
but after seeing Yue Feng concocting pills just now, that smug heart disappeared
instantly.
Compared with the Pavilion Master, he is still far behind.
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However, Yue Feng was stunned, watching Xiaorou secretly surprised, I will go, this girl
is too smart, six pill recipes, she actually learned it in just three days?
Haha…
Under the shock, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing.

Unexpectedly, I came to Ziwei Continent by accident, and I also met an alchemy genius.
You must know that when Yue Feng obtained the Wuji alchemy technique, all the
alchemy recipes in it had been comprehended for several months. At the fastest time,
Yue Feng refined more than a dozen medicinal herbs in one day. Although Xiaorou is
still a little worse than him, no matter what, this speed is also very terrifying.
“Pavilion Master.”
Seeing Yue Feng looking at her with a smile, Xiaorou felt a little embarrassed and
asked subconsciously, “What are you laughing at?” After speaking, she couldn’t help
touching her face, there was something on her face ?
Her appearance made Yue Feng even more happy, and he immediately smiled: “It’s
nothing, I just think you are working hard, and I didn’t waste my hard work.”
Yue Feng knew very well that at an age like Xiaorou, it was the easiest I am proud and
complacent, so it is necessary to teach in a step-by-step manner.
Having said that, Yue Feng asked Xiaorou to bring a paper and a pen, swish, swish,
and write down more than a dozen kinds of pill recipes.
“These few pill recipes are much more difficult to refine than the ones given to you
before.” Yue Feng put away his smile and pushed the pill recipe in front of Xiaorou with
a serious face: “So you have to work harder, you know? You can’t be self-confident and
self-satisfied just because you have refined a few simple pills.”
When he said this, there was a trace of gentleness in Yue Feng’s eyes.
This Xiao Rou is so similar to Xiao Xi, alas, it would be nice if Xiao Xi was by her side
now.
call…
Seeing the pill recipe in front of her, Xiaorou’s delicate body trembled slightly, her heart
couldn’t express her excitement, and she nodded her head: “Pavilion Master, rest
assured, I will definitely work harder.”
Yue Feng smiled and waved her hand to let her Go to work, then return to the second
floor and continue to integrate the Tianzhu Jindan.
……..
Kyushu Continent!
Overseas, Dragon King Island.

In the main hall, Mo Yan sat there, dressed in a gorgeous robe, dignified and charming,
and the whole body was filled with an aura that could not be desecrated.
Next to it, a maid was holding a child carved in pink and jade.
Today, Mo Yan is in a good mood. The news just came that Yu Du successfully
established the Gorefiend Sect in the mainland, and has recruited many experts from all
corners of the world. Today, Yu Du will return to his life.
On the two sides below, dozens of leaders stood there, all of them extremely excited.
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“Queen!”
At this moment, Yu Du walked quickly into the hall and said respectfully, “Yu Du, see
the Queen. Your subordinates have lived up to their trust and have successfully
established the Gorefiend Gate in secret on the mainland.”
Well. ..
Hearing this, Mo Yan nodded with joy, and a smile appeared on her beautiful face:
“Very good, Yu Du, you have worked hard these days.” After
speaking, she asked the maids below to prepare Reward.
However, Yu Du was standing there, without the slightest joy, and instead said a little
embarrassedly: “Report to the queen, there is one more thing, this subordinate… This
subordinate has embarrassed you.”
Huh? what’s the situation?
Mo Yan was stunned, and the surrounding leaders also frowned secretly.
At this time, Mo Yan reacted and asked with a smile, “What’s the matter? You say it
directly, I won’t blame you.” In her heart, Yu Du is the right arm, even if she did
something shameful, Nor will it be to blame.
Yu Du took a deep breath, bowed his head and said, “Reporting to the Queen, one day
ago in Donghai City, my subordinate met a strange person. This person is powerful, not
only defeated me, but also forced me to take him back to Dragon King Island, saying
that he wanted to meet. See the Queen.”
“My subordinate was very helpless at the time, so I agreed to him, and now I have taken
him outside the hall.”

After saying this, Yu Du was ashamed.
As the No. 2 person in the Palace of the Sea King, it was really embarrassing to be
forced to the door of the house.
What?
Hearing this, both Mo Yan and the surrounding leaders were secretly taken aback.
Who is the other party, so powerful?
You must know that Yu Du is second only to the Queen in the Palace of the Sea King,
and even the Gorefiend Sect has been established. There is almost nothing that can’t
be done.
Under the astonishment, many leaders came to their senses, and all of them were
extremely frightened.
“Who is so daring.”
“It’s just a fluke that he won the leader of Yudu, and he dares to come to the door?” “
Bring it in quickly, but let’s see who is holy.”
, as long as you see Muran later, you will obediently surrender.
The anger of the crowd came, and Mo Yan was also beautifully locked, and her
beautiful face was very solemn.
The other party is so arrogant, could it be…. is it Yue Feng?
The thought of Yue Feng made Mo Yan feel both ashamed and complicated. If it wasn’t
for him, the Demon Race would not have been destroyed, and she would not have been
reduced to overseas as the leader of these pirates.
It’s just….
I have a child with him by accident, and I really want to meet later, how should I deal
with it?
Just when Mo Yan was entangled in her heart, Yu Du cautiously stepped forward and
said tentatively, “Queen, that person is waiting outside the palace, do you want to see
me?”
Mo Yan breathed softly, trying to calm herself down, and said lightly: ” Bring it in.”

“Yes, Queen!” Yu Du responded and walked out quickly.
After a few seconds, Yu Du returned, followed by a young man. It was Gone who
occupied Liu Hao’s body.
The moment he came in, Gone’s gaze fell on Mo Yan’s body, and a smile appeared on
the corner of his mouth, and it really was her.
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of everyone in the hall converged on the man, and each and
every one of them was full of ill will. At the same time, there are some doubts in my
heart.
Is such a kid who defeated Yu Po?
Then, aware of Gone’s gaze, he kept looking at Mo Yan, and everyone was extremely
frightened and angry. This man is not small, dare to look directly at the Queen, he really
has no rules.
Seeing that it wasn’t Yue Feng, Mo Yan was secretly relieved. Just facing Gone’s
arrogant gaze, she was immediately a little unhappy, but what surprised her was that
the person in front of her had a very familiar feeling on her body.
“Bold!”
Finally, someone couldn’t bear it anymore, stepped forward and pointed at Gone and
scolded: “You are very brave, why didn’t you kneel when you saw our queen?” The
voice fell, and everyone around was glaring at Gone .
Gone smiled lightly, and didn’t pay attention to them at all, still looking at Mo Yan.
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At this moment, Mo Yan was also a little displeased, and said lightly to Gone: “Listen to
Yu Du, do you want to see me?” As she spoke, Mo Yan looked at Gone carefully.
Strange, this person is only in his twenties, why does it feel like he has known each
other for a long time.
Especially the aura of contempt for everything…
both unfamiliar and familiar.
“Not bad!”

Gone smiled and looked at Mo Yan quietly: “When I participated in the ring competition
in Donghai City, I was thinking, is it you who is controlling everything behind this?”
“So I deliberately Let this Yudu bring me to Dragon King Island to see it, and the result
is not what I expected, it’s really you, Moyan.”
When the next word fell, Gogne was very relieved.
Huh…
Seeing him say that, Mo Yan is even more puzzled, does this person know me?
At the same time, seeing Gone directly calling Moyan’s name taboo, everyone around
was furious, and they pointed at Gone and yelled at them.
“The kid is really rude.”
“Dare to call our queen’s name, courting death…”
“I don’t know whether to live or die, I urge you to kneel down and beg for mercy, or you
will be better off dead.”
Among the anger, there were a few people. Unable to bear, he approached Gone
directly, intending to subdue him on the spot. Although this person defeated Yu Du, with
so many people present, it was still very easy to subdue him.
“Long-winded…”
Looking at the few people around, Gone frowned, and became a little irritable for a
while: “Go away to the deity.” The voice fell, and the strength of the whole body burst
out.
hum!
Before those few people got to them, they felt an overwhelming force coming towards
them, and they all stood unsteadily and were shaken back a few steps.
After stabilizing their figures, several people stared at Gone, their hearts were extremely
shocked.
This man is young, but his strength is so terrifying. And… his explosive power is exactly
the same as the queen?
“Stop!”

Mo Yan also stood up all of a sudden, couldn’t help but shouted at Gone Jiao, and at
the same time, feeling the strength of the other party, she was even more shocked.
Demon soul…. Demon soul power?
This person actually possesses the power of a demon soul?
Isn’t the entire Demon Race the only one left? How can there still be people with the
power of the devil soul?
“Moyan!”
Just when Moyan was in doubt, Gone smiled and said lightly: “This deity has changed
into a skin, you don’t know it anymore? Or…you became the queen of this Dragon King
Island and changed So arrogant and arrogant, no one cares about it?” The
voice was not loud, but there was a suffocating majesty.
He… he calls himself the deity?
Hearing this, Mo Yan felt that her legs were weak, and she could barely stand still. She
was shocked and delighted.
Swish!
And the people around Yu Po were even more furious, Ma De, this person became
more and more rude. Just calling the queen by her name was a taboo, but now she
calls herself the deity?
“You’re such a coward.”
Finally, Yu Du reacted, pointed at Gone and shouted angrily: “Dare to be so rude to the
Queen, everyone, let’s go together and teach this ignorant boy a lesson.” The voice fell,
and he was the first to rush up.
In Yu Du’s heart, he thought that Gone followed to meet Moyan on Dragon King Island,
and was planning to join the Sea Dragon Palace, but he didn’t expect that this person
would not be astonished and die endlessly.
Simply insane.
Whoa!
The people around were eager to give it a try. At this time, seeing Yu Du rushing in first,
they burst into internal energy, followed closely behind and surrounded Gone.

This time, Gone did not use the power of the demon soul, but just smiled
contemptuously, stood there proudly, and did not move.
“Stop, stop all…”
Mo Yan also reacted at this time, and hurriedly shouted, and said to the rest of the
people: “Retreat all, no one should be presumptuous.” At the same time, she watched
closely. Gone was excited.
Moyan Bingxue was smart, and she already understood at this time that the person in
front of her was the Demon Lord Gone.
This…
Hearing Mo Yan’s coquettish drink, Yu Du and the others hurriedly stood there, looking
at each other in disbelief.
what’s the situation?
This person is so arrogant and rude, instead of being angry, the queen blames us?
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And the next scene surprised them again.
Pfft!
Seeing Moyan walking down quickly, her knees bent, she knelt directly in front of Gone,
her beautiful face could not hide her excitement and joy: “Subordinate Moyan, see your
honor.”
In an instant, the entire The hall was silent.
Yu Du and everyone froze there, all of them were stupid, and they all felt that their
brains were buzzing and blank.
what’s the situation?
The queen actually took the initiative to kneel to this person and call him honorable?
Who the hell is he that can make the queen so arrogant to bow down to her knees?
For a while, everyone stared blankly at this scene, but didn’t speak. The hall was deadly
silent, even if a needle was dropped, they could hear it clearly.
“Get up!”

Gone smiled and looked at Mo Yan, with a calm tone: “The situation is not as good as
before, so don’t be so polite.”
Mo Yan responded and stood up slowly. My heart is still very excited, it’s great, the
honor is not dead, there is hope for the demons.
In the next second, Mo Yan looked around and said to the rest of Yu Du: “Everyone,
listen carefully, from now on, he is the king of our Sea Dragon Palace and the owner of
the entire Dragon King Island.
” Don’t blame me for turning my face and being ruthless.” The
voice was clear and loud, unquestionable.
This…
Hearing these words, everyone in Yu Du looked at each other in dismay, what’s the
situation? Does the queen want to hand over the entire Sea Dragon Palace to this
person?
How can he be?
Just looking at Mo Yan’s serious face, everyone didn’t dare to refuse in public.
The next second, Yu Du knelt down to Gone in public, and said respectfully, “I have
seen you, Your Majesty.” Yu Du has been able to travel overseas for so many years,
not only by strength, but by the ability to judge the situation.
The queen in front of her is such a respectful person. If you object, you can imagine
what will happen. Therefore, Yu Du resolutely surrendered, and when he saw Mo Yan
calling Zun Shang, he also shouted.
At this time, Yu Du didn’t know Gone’s true identity yet, but he could guess that the
person who could make the Queen compliment him like this must have an extraordinary
origin.
Wow…
Seeing that Yu Du has softened, the other people around didn’t hesitate, and they knelt
down.
“See Your Excellency…”
Seeing this scene, Gone’s face did not fluctuate in the slightest, he nodded, then walked
up slowly and sat on the throne.

Mo Yan hurriedly followed, standing by the side respectfully.
“Get up.” Gone said lightly.
Yu Du and everyone hurriedly thanked them and stood up one after another.
Gone looked around at the lower hall, and smiled at Mo Yan: “This deity has always
expected a lot from you, so I sent you to the Kyushu Continent at the beginning. Now it
seems that you have not disappointed this deity.”
In such a short period of time, Unifying overseas pirate organizations, large and small,
and establishing the Gorefiend Gate, Moyan’s actions made Gogne very happy to
arrive.
Mo Yan smiled lightly and said humbly: “Thank you for your praise.”
However, at this moment, Gone’s eyes fell on the child in the maid’s arms next to him,
and his brows frowned: “Moyan…this child Is it yours?”
His voice was calm, but there was a hint of sternness.
Pfft!
Moyan’s heart trembled, her secret channel was broken, and she immediately knelt
down, her beautiful face couldn’t hide her inner fear: “Yes… Yes.”
“Born with a human?” Gone’s face gradually became gloomy.
call!
Mo Yan was even more nervous. A layer of cold sweat appeared on the bridge of her
pretty nose. She lowered her head and said, “Yes.” When she answered, Mo Yan was
so frightened that she almost lost her knees.
You must know that the demon clan has a clear decree that the clansmen are not
allowed to have an affair with the gods, otherwise, they will be severely punished.
Not even a god, let alone a human being like an ant in the eyes of the demons.
And Moyan, as one of the Twelve Holy Demon Kings, actually had a child with a human
being, which simply humiliated the demons, so how could Gone not be angry?
“Who is that person?” Gone was expressionless, looked around at everyone in the hall,
and said coldly: “Is it here?”

Mo Yan said tremblingly: “No, that person is already dead…” She knew Gone’s
personality too well. If she let him know that she and Yue Feng had a child, she would
be furious.
Not only that, the child has no chance to survive, so he can only make up a lie that the
child’s father is dead.
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Dead?
Hearing this answer, Gone frowned, and then looked at the child subconsciously.
“Your Highness!”
At this moment, Mo Yan hurriedly kowtowed to apologize: “At that time, I was chased
and killed by those gods and soldiers, and being with the child’s father was also a
coincidence, not the intention of the subordinates.”
“It’s just, now the child It has already been born, and it is a life after all, and the blood of
the demons is flowing in my body. I beg your honor, for the sake of my loyalty and
loyalty to the demons over the years, spare the child’s life.”
“I beg you. Your Highness .”
At the same time as pleading, Mo Yan knelt there, tears kept coming, and her beautiful
face was full of anticipation.
After all, flesh and blood are connected. Without that mother, she would be ruthless and
disregard the life and death of her child.
Hu….
Seeing Moyan kneeling there pitifully and begging for mercy, Gone took a deep breath,
her face changed a few times, and finally nodded: “Okay, let this child live.”
“Thank you for your honor…”
…
On the other side, Ziwei Continent, Chunyang Palace.
Unknowingly, Yue Feng had been in Chunyang Palace for a week. During this week in
public, in addition to taking care of his diet and daily life, Xiaorou was studying medicine
pills in the alchemy room in her spare time.

It has to be said that Xiaorou is very talented in alchemy, and all the medicinal pills
needed in Chunyang Palace can be refined, and Yue Feng does not need to do it
himself.
Under this circumstance, Yue Feng was completely able to calm down and fuse the
Heavenly Marrow Golden Core.
The weather is fine today, with clear skies.
Yue Feng merged with the Heaven Marrow Golden Pill for a while, made a pot of tea in
the pavilion outside the Pill Pavilion, then got a reclining chair, and leisurely enjoyed the
quiet time in the afternoon.
In these seven days, Yue Feng had absorbed half of the spiritual energy of the Heaven
Marrow Golden Pill, and his divine power had recovered quite a bit. Although he had not
yet reached his peak state, walking on the Ziwei Continent would be no problem at all
for self-protection.
Xiaorou is in the alchemy room, continuing to study medicine pills.
All around the Pill Pavilion, except for the occasional bird chirping, there was a peaceful
and peaceful scene.
In the square a few hundred meters away from the Pill Pavilion, it was very lively at this
time.
The elite disciples of the entire Chunyang Palace gathered here for the annual martial
arts conference.
The martial arts conference is a unique day of Chunyang Palace. Every year at this
time, all elite disciples are required to come to a competition to verify whether there has
been progress this year.
I saw that in the middle of the square, a large space was vacated as a ring.
On the back of the square, a judging platform was set up, and a slender figure stood
quietly on the platform. It was Jiang Hongyu, who judged this year’s martial arts
conference.
Speaking of which, in previous years, it was the elders who were responsible for judging
this work. It was just a few days ago that the three major sects jointly held the Dao
Discussion Conference, which was interrupted due to an accident. The palace lord and
several elders were not there.
In this case, the judgment thing naturally falls on Jiang Hongyu.

After all, she is the palace master’s eldest disciple.
Today, the palace master and several elders are not there. Many disciples present have
no worries in the past, and they are chatting there in groups of three or five.
“All right!”
Seeing the commotion in the audience, Jiang Hongyu Xiumei frowned slightly, stood up
and shouted, “Don’t be noisy, it’s getting late, the martial arts performance will start
soon, everyone should be in place.” I
have to say, Jiang Hongyu is still very aura. Yes, the voice fell, and the audience
suddenly fell silent.
Seeing this scene, Jiang Hongyu nodded with satisfaction, and then prepared to let the
first group of people play and learn from each other.
“Oh, beautiful Jiang, she is so majestic.”
However, at this moment, a ridicule came from not far away.
The voice was loud, and all the disciples at that time couldn’t help but raised their heads
and looked up to the sky. When they saw the person coming, they all frowned.
“Xu Wenliang from Nianhua Palace?”
“Why is he here?”
He saw a figure coming from the sky, a young man in his twenties, dressed in a white
gown, indescribably suave.
It was Xu Wenliang, the chief disciple of Nianhua Palace.
Nianhua Palace has only been established for a few hundred years, but it has a pivotal
position in the rivers and lakes. See you at the main gate.

